SAFEwalk
More safety
in one go.

SAFEwalk:
What does it mean?

The goal:
Increasing safety,
reducing costs.

SAFEwalk is a walkthrough of your
warehouse with a specially trained
Jungheinrich safety expert:
• Preferably together with your safety officer.
• With a standard checklist for examining
and analysing all safety-relevant factors.
• For a duration of two to three hours,
depending on warehouse size.
• While your operations continue without
any downtime.

Our SAFEwalk walkthrough shows you in detail,
whether and – if so – where your warehouse
has any safety deficits. You will receive specific
recommendations with which you can:
• Increase the safety of your employees.
The effect: become a more attractive employer
• Reduce the risk of accidents with forklift trucks.
The effect: operations without downtime
• Minimise the risk of damages to your
customers’ goods.
The effect: satisfied customers
• Protect your investment with preventive measures.
The effect: long-term cost certainty

Three facts in favour
of SAFEwalk:
•	Halted operations due to accidents
amount to billions in damages every year
in the intralogistics industry worldwide.
• Processes within the warehouse are
becoming faster and more complex,
leading to a heightened accident risk.
• The growing number of statutory safety
requirements poses more legal and
administrative challenges for companies.

Your advantage:
Highest safety
tailored to your needs.

Why Jungheinrich?
Because we think about
safety in its entirety.

This is why Jungheinrich has designed its products,
solutions and advisory services to contribute to safety
in a holistic way from day one. The aim is to help you
significantly reduce accident numbers and put the
spotlight on the topic of safety for your employees and
warehouse operations.

Your warehouse is unique –
and so is your safety situation.
Which is why we walk with you through your warehouse
in person and take a close look at your processes. Do your
employees have the right qualifications, are the vehicles
properly equipped for the warehouse situation, are your
paths and warehouse spaces optimally laid out?

You can’t have your eyes everywhere – but we can.
As the dynamics and complexity of warehouse processes
grow, so does the potential for dangers. It is no longer
simply enough to analyse and implement safety measures
for single problem areas.

What happens after SAFEwalk?
Should you decide after the SAFEwalk walkthrough that
you would like to optimise your warehouse to be safer, we
are at your side: with our years of experience and innovative solutions, from the planning to the execution stages.

All the areas are ticked off with the use
of the SAFEwalk checklist. The result:
• You receive practical tips and recommendations for
each item as to how the safety of your employees,
machines and warehouse can be increased.
• You can use this “guideline” to put all the necessary
steps for more safety into action.
• Of course, we remain at your side for ongoing support –
from drivers’ training to warehouse planning.

Give tips

Identify
dangers

SAFEwalk
process

Write a
report

What is checked? Your employees, machines and warehouse.

1. Qualifications of the forklift truck drivers

2. Forklift trucks

3. Warehouse environment

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Forklift truck equipment
• Inspection intervals and labels
(e.g. FEM 4.004)
• Appropriate use
• Accessories, safety systems, ergonomics
and lighting
• Safety of batteries and hydraulic oil
• Auxiliary devices

•
•
•
•

Skills
Driver ID
Movement command
Familiarisation
Use of personal protection
Annual training
Knowledge of load securing

Assessment of dangers and operation instructions
Movement paths and escape routes
Warehouse, racking and signage
Safety equipment (e.g. descending rescue
devices, eye showers)
• Charging stations and devices, petrol station
and gas storage
• Workshop and workplace
• Explosion protection
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ISO 9001
ISO 14001

The German production facilities
in Norderstedt, Moosburg
and Landsberg are certified

Jungheinrich trucks
confirm to the European
Safety Requirements.
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